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Erratum
Letter from the Editors

Interdisciplinarity at Work

In a world of increasing specialization in all fields of science and business, interdisciplinary approaches become ever more important for researchers and practitioners alike. The Journal of Business Chemistry – now published for two years – is devoted to this interdisciplinary context, bringing together research and business-related contributions from chemistry, biotechnology and pharmaceutical sciences.

In this May of 2006 we do not only celebrate two successful years of the Journal of Business Chemistry, but also the 70th birthday of a person whose academic life was dedicated to domain spanning research and management: Prof. Dr. Dr. h.c. Jürgen Hauschildt, one of the most renowned researchers in German business administration and innovation management. Prof. Hauschildt has expertise in many disciplines, ranging from financing and accounting to innovation management. He always succeeded to integrate academic research with practical managerial implications – even in very complex and theoretical fields. His life’s work is the innovation management where he made major contributions in many fields, two well-known examples being the promotor model [1, 2] and the innovation success and degree of innovativeness [3, 4]. The editors of the Journal of Business Chemistry congratulate him to his birthday and wish him all the best.

For this Vol. 3 (2) of the Journal of Business Chemistry we would also like to thank the authors and contributors of the articles and commentaries. Again we have a broad and interdisciplinary bundle of interesting papers, ranging from management of SMEs in biotechnology to the importance of innovations in the history of a chemical company.

Special thanks go to our Language Editor Madeleine Vala, who greatly supported us. Due to a new job position she will no longer be available as a language reviewer. We also welcome two new editors: Prof. Dr. Stefan Seeger and Benjamin Niedergassel.

Now enjoy reading this second issue of the Journal of Business Chemistry in 2006. If you have any comments or suggestions, please send us an e-mail to contact@businesschemistry.org.

Stefan Picker
Benjamin Niedergassel
Prof. Dr. Jens Leker

Commentary

School for the Bilingual: Dual Master’s Degrees in Business and Biotech

Emily Waltz*#

* Freelance journalist, New York
# Correspondence to: emwaltz@hotmail.com

Abstract: Advanced degrees that combine a master's in business with a master’s in biotechnology are popping up at a number of universities. The programs aim to churn out students who will bridge the gap between scientists and managers at biotech companies. This article explores these dual degrees, the students’ skills when they graduate and what they can do for the biotech industry.
Introduction

Biotech industry experts have long lamented the gap between scientists and business managers at many companies. Academia who build start-ups based on their research discoveries often have no idea how to run a business. Managers often don’t fully understand the science behind their companies’ products [1]. Communication between the groups gets mired in the jargon of both fields.

Government officials and industry executives have called for universities to produce students with both science and management expertise [2]. Students have also demanded an option for a dual degree. In response, schools are developing dual-degree master’s programs that combine business and biotech. So far, the programs only accept a handful of students each year, but most say their rosters are growing.

The first students to enroll in the programs are graduating now, and companies are hoping they will bring new and versatile talent to the biotech workforce. Local governments hope the students will boost budding biotech clusters and local economies.

True, a few semesters of grad-level courses hardly makes a scientist out businessperson, or a manager out of a researcher. And no textbook can teach the nuances of schmoozing necessary for making business deals. But the first recipients of these degrees are advancing their careers and building startups. Whether they could have done it without spending tens of thousands of dollars on advanced education, we may never know.

The curriculum

The purpose of almost any business-of-science program is to teach students to think beyond the academic world and to be more business-minded. Students should understand how to turn technology into products and to how to communicate complicated ideas to non-specialized audiences. But accomplishing this in the academic environment can be tough.

University administrators say admitting the right students is the key. Applicants who are passionate about both business and science and who have somehow noticed the gap that exists between scientists and executives are the most promising.

University of Pennsylvania initiated its dual degree program in 2003 after administrators noticed that many students in the business school were enrolling in biotech courses or getting second master’s in a science field, says Scott Diamond, director of Penn’s biotechnology program.

But many people have talent in one area or the other, not both, say program directors. Others are not far enough along in their careers to realize the importance of having expertise in both areas. To sift through the applicants, some schools look for those with work experience and an undergraduate degree in science. For example, RMIT in Melbourne, Australia requires a degree in a science field and at least three years of industry work experience.

Dual degrees can take anywhere from one to three years and up to more than 60 courses to complete, depending on the university. Most programs offer a part-time schedule for employed people who want to keep their jobs.

The courses teach skills such as how to manage a team, patent a discovery, balance risk and network with investors. Students also spend time in the lab studying molecular biology and biochemistry.

Some of the more interactive programs place students in internships. Others hire industry executives and investors as guest lecturers. The University of Calgary in Alberta, Canada brings in biotech experts every week to have lunch with the students [3].

Interaction with local economies.

When biotech executives and government officials complain about a weak talent pool of business-savvy scientists, they have their own businesses in mind [4]. And schools are listening to their grumblings.
Calgary gears its curriculum toward the needs of industry, says Derrick Rancourt, a coordinator of the university’s biotech program. “We thought it would strengthen the local economy if we created some expertise in the area,” he says.

Recruiters often try to fill entry-level positions with graduates from nearby schools. Because they depend on these graduates, they sometimes help plan courses or create internships for them.

The State University of New York in its Brooklyn location hosts a biotech incubator where fledgling companies—most of which were started by the school’s faculty—rent space for their start-ups. Some of the companies offer internships for students in the dual degree program.

Many programs are geared for part-time students working locally who want to switch from the bench to management or seek a promotion. Other programs focus on entrepreneurship and help students build start-ups headquartered locally and elsewhere.

Countries and cities with an entrepreneurial culture will likely produce more business-minded scientists, says O. Prem Das, director of technology development at Harvard Medical School. Australia, a country that strongly values entrepreneurship, is home to a significant portion of universities that offer either a dual degree or some kind of business component in their biotech programs.

Cities known for their biotech clusters can also generate interest in the field. For example, the University of California hosts its dual degree program in San Francisco, one of the largest biotech clusters in the world.

Will the programs fill the void?

When students graduate from dual degree programs, they want to have acquired a business sense that matches their lab expertise, along with contacts in the industry. But can academics teach students not to be so, well, academic?

Time devoted to education allows entrepreneurs to slow down and take a few years to observe the field. School allows them to take the time to make thoughtful decisions on who they want to work with and which technologies to pursue.

But clearly, a few courses in basic science can’t replace the bench experience aspiring researchers would receive in a post doctoral position. Likewise, class time could never rival experience gained through personal relationships with people in the business.

True, some universities are making efforts to connect students to investors, intellectual property lawyers and executives. What these introductions accomplish is difficult to measure.

Students who build start-ups using the investors they met in school are evidence of success. But no amount of networking or lab time will mold students to love the business of science. A student must have the entrepreneurial bug—or at least a knack for managing—to translate an idea into a product.
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How Do Italian Biotechnology Startups Survive?

Anna Nosella*, Giorgio Petroni* and Chiara Verbano*#

* Dip. Tecnica e Gestione dei Sistemi Industriali, Università degli Studi di Padova, Str.Ila San Nicola 3, 36100 Vicenza, Italy
# Correspondence to: chiara.verbano@unipd.it

Abstract: This study was carried out in order to better understand the economic and managerial characteristics of the biotechnology industry, which has taken hold in Italy at a much slower rate than in other industrialized countries. In particular, the specific aims of this paper are to analyse the business models of new Italian biopharmaceutical firms and to examine how these firms, with their different business models, successfully overcome the initial stage of starting up. On the basis of interviews conducted with sector experts and managers, we will conclude that the success factors behind the startups comprise a diverse range of distinct competencies that depend on the type of business model adopted.
Introduction

Biotechnology is one of the most significant emerging technologies and generates many applications in different fields, such as healthcare, agriculture, the food industry, fine chemistry and the environment.

The biotechnology industry was pioneered in the United States where small biotechnology firms were started up in the early 1980s; the development of the biotechnology industry, however, has not been uniform in all countries. In Europe, with the sole exception of the United Kingdom, the business of biotechnologies developed much later than in the United States due to the following main reasons [1, 2]:

- The problem of finding financing for these new firms (in particular the absence of a structured venture capital system)
- The limited protection guaranteed by the patents system
- The weak relationship between Academia and Industry, which complicates the knowledge transfer process
- The fragmentation and specialization of research.

As in other European countries, the development of the biotechnology industry has taken hold in Italy only recently; in fact, even though there is a good level of scientific and technical competency, particularly in the pharmaceutical industry [3], the factors mentioned above have delayed growth.

In the pharmaceutical sector, in particular, biotechnology is doomed to undergo a revolution that will change the industry’s structure: on one hand a process of concentration of large firms has begun to take place and on the other hand new small biotechnology firms specialising in a particular discipline or research activity have been launched.

As a consequence, the biopharmaceutical sector is organized as a network made up of universities, public and private research centres, small biotechnology companies and large consolidated companies all working in collaboration rather than in competition.

The first aim of this paper is to analyse the different business models adopted by the companies that constitute this network; in identifying this taxonomy of business models, particular attention was paid both to the value chain activities of these companies and to the products and services they exchange with the market. We expected some of the critical factors for competition to depend on the type of business model adopted. The second aim of this paper is to analyse the following issue: for each of the business models identified, we have examined one biopharmaceutical startup firm in order to study the critical factors that have allowed it to survive and compete in this context. In other words, we are interested in examining how new biopharmaceutical firms with different business models successfully overcome the initial stage of starting up.

In order to identify the business models adopted by biotechnology companies, we first analysed the specialised literature [4, 5] and then confirmed the results obtained from the literature review by interviewing some sector experts (e.g. the head of the National Association for the Development of Biotechnology).

Concerning the second objective of the study, which was to analyse the success factors of biopharmaceutical firms, we conducted eight interviews both with the CEO of these firms and with their R&D managers. The main topics discussed regarded:

- The firm’s history: particular attention was given to the problem of finding financing
- The firm’s offering: type of products/services, characteristics of the pipeline, production strategy (internal manufacturing/outourcing/licensing), type of distribution
- Market factors: nature of the market (local, national or international), position of the customer in the value chain, market breadth
- Internal capability factors: the source of internal competence was identified
• Competitive strategy factors: the position of the firms in the competitive arena was analysed
• Innovative performance of the firm: trend of R&D investments, number of patents obtained, trend of employees, number of products/services being employed.

The Business Models of Biopharmaceutical Companies

Biotechnology has contributed to a change in the pharmaceutical sector in both the internal processes and the external industrial structure [4]. Concerning the former, the use of biotechnology has modified the research methodology and the production processes.

Concerning the latter, biotechnology has changed the role played by pharmaceutical companies by creating a network of firms specialized in different activities along the value chain. Consequently, the pharmaceutical industry has taken a new configuration: while until the late eighties the sector was constituted by large vertically integrated companies, now it comprises a system of companies specialized in a particular stage of the innovative process, in a particular discipline, or in supplying services. The structure of this industry has become more complex and consequently different business models are adopted by biopharmaceutical firms. One of the aims of this paper is to suggest a taxonomy of these different business models on the basis of literature analysis [4,5] and the interviews conducted.

Five different business models were identified:

• **New biotechnology firms**: typically carry out research activities until lead optimisation, and then license their outputs (i.e. drug candidates) to other firms
• **Integrated firms**: have a strong pipeline and carry out all the primary activities of the value chain, from target identification or lead optimisation to product commercialization. They thus cover the research and development phase, pre-clinical and clinical development, the post-approval phase, and production and commercialization activities
• **Manufacturing companies**: typically acquire the results of the research carried out by other companies and dedicate their efforts to the latter phases of the innovative process by carrying out engineering, production and commercialization activities
• **Biotech suppliers**: are firms that carry out the industrial development and production of biotech products for other firms. These companies use biotechnology in the production process in order to obtain biological products, such as monoclonal antibodies, cells and proteins, and supply them to other biotechnological companies. They develop production processes often in collaboration with customers and end their role with the supply of the product
• **Services firms**: sell research services such as chemical synthesis, the study of cloning, and sequencing to drug-oriented companies that want to enhance their organisational competences. The startup capital required from this type of firm is smaller than that required by the previous business models.

Literature analysis enabled us to recognize the following business models: new biotechnology firms, integrated firms, manufacturing firms and service firms. We decided to exclude platform firms (also identified in the cited literature) because their core business is constituted by developing and commercializing technologies (i.e. physical devices and software tools) to support the R&D process behind new drugs. The business model represented by biotech suppliers was identified through the interviews that at the same time were also used in order to confirm the previous business models.

After identifying this taxonomy, we selected one Italian startup firm for each of the aforementioned business models with the aim of analysing the success factors which have allowed them to overcome the startup stage. The firms selected were the following:
Company A, founded in 1998 from a previous industrial unit, is a new biotechnology firm (NBF) whose core business is focused on discovery and preclinical development stages. While this study was being carried out, the firm was involved in a merger process.

Company B was founded in 1996 after a “management buyout” with the aim of becoming an integrated firm. It operates in all value chain activities, from the research stage to product manufacture and commercialization. When this study was being carried out, the firm had already built the production plant, but it still hadn’t set up a network for commercializing its own products (which were currently in the second clinical stage).

Company C, founded in 1999, is a firm that carries out customized production for other companies. It uses biotechnology as a production methodology in order to develop biological products such as cells and monoclonal antibodies.

Company D, founded in 2001, provides services (such as sequencing, diagnostic tests, training, etc.) in the field of diagnostics and research to firms belonging to different industries.

Manufacturing companies have not been considered in this analysis because in the database available on the Italian biotechnology industry there are no start-up firms that belong to this type of business model in Italy.

The four firms considered in this study successfully overcame the startup stage as the most used performance indexes [7, 8, 9] highlighted:

- Increase in R&D investments
- Increase in the number of employees
- Number of patents obtained
- Number of products/processes/services being developed.

At this point, it is interesting to identify the success factors that have allowed these firms to overcome the startup stage successfully; in this way, a connection is made between success factors and business models.

The Success Factors of Biopharmaceutical Startup Firms

The resource-based view represents the theoretical framework that has been adopted in this study in order to identify success factors; particular attention was then given to the set of resources and competences developed by the firms. In particular, resources were defined as stocks of available factors that are owned or controlled by the firm [10], while competence was defined as “the collective knowledge of an organization”, and in particular, “the capacity for the team of resources to perform some tasks or activities” [11].

While analyzing competences, it emerged that their nature changed according to the type of business models adopted.

In case A, although technical-scientific know-how is very important for the development of new products, managerial competences also play a fundamental role in the success of the startup; indeed, the study identified the following as the most important managerial skills:

- Ability to choose profitable research projects
- Management of human resources
- Creation of an efficient collaboration network
- Ability to find financial resources.

While this study was being carried out, Firm B was in a similar situation to Firm A because it carried out research and clinical development, even though it had built the production plant and was setting up a sales network. In this case, technical know-how (mainly combinatorial chemistry and high throughput screening) and managerial competences are the most important success factors for firm B as well. Concerning managerial competences, the skills that emerged from the analysis are the following:
• Ability to absorb complementary knowledge from alliances
• Management of human resources
• Ability to manage post-approval activities
• Ability to find financial resources.

The literature [12, 13] sustains that production and marketing skills are fundamental for the success of integrated biopharmaceutical firms, but at this point these skills cannot be examined because of the young age of the companies.

Firm C focused on quality excellence as the fundamental guiding force behind all these activities. From the startup phase, the management's efforts were geared towards the implementation of a set of procedures and practices (e.g. the good manufacturing practices system) that ensure the manufacture of high quality products. The efforts of this firm's management were devoted to the creation of a culture of organization focused on quality excellence and many activities (weekly meetings, training programs, team building) were implemented for this purpose.

Firm D overcame the startup phase by developing a tight network of relationships with many different external partners, which allowed the firm to widen its range of services, increase its technical knowledge and strengthen its customer portfolio. The firm’s management guided its activities to overcome its present confines in order to create a new organizational configuration: a network of firms, with units comprising different organizations, such as research institutes, customers, diagnostics laboratories, universities, etc. Even the attention given to customers emerged as a critical element for the success of the startup.

Finally, it is important to underline that all the firms considered were founded by people who had previously worked for multinational firms and thus had substantial technical and managerial experience in this industry. In all the firms analysed, many different organizational processes have been activated by the management in order to transfer their tacit knowledge to new company employees.

Lessons

This study on the one hand identifies a taxonomy of business models in the biopharmaceutical industry and on the other hand shows how four biotechnology startups overcame the startup stage successfully. As illustrated above, startup success factors encompass a diverse range of distinct competences according to the type of business models adopted. Table 1 shows the success factors associated with each business model:

In other words, this case analysis illustrates that the success elements are connected with the firm's strategic value chain activities.

In the case of new biotechnology firms, where research activities play a critical role in success, specific technical and scientific know-how (e.g. in target identification/validation, or in lead identification/optimization) is fundamental.

In the case of integrated firms, where different value chain activities can play a critical role in success, both technical and scientific know-how, as well as an ability to perform approval activities and production and marketing competences, are important.

In the case of services firms, where the most important activities are located at the end of the value chain, the ability both to satisfy customers and to establish many relationships with different organizations are strategic for success.

Finally in the case of firms that carry out industrial development and production for other firms, the ability to guarantee excellence in final-product quality is the most important element for the success of a firm.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of business models</th>
<th>Success factors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>New biotechnology firm</td>
<td>Scientific and technical know-how</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Managerial competences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integrated firm</td>
<td>Scientific and technical know-how</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Managerial competences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(production and marketing skills are hypothesized)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service firm</td>
<td>Network relationships</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Attention to customers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biotech suppliers</td>
<td>Excellence in quality of products</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: The success factors for each business model analyzed

It is interesting to point out that, as Table 2 shows, managerial competences played a fundamental role in the success of all the startups examined regardless of the type of business models adopted; management of human resources, the ability to build and manage a network and implementation of the quality system are some examples of the managerial competences required. In all the cases analysed, these competences are generated by the founders who had accrued significant experience in this industry.

The results of the study confirm the recent literature on this topic. In fact, many studies [14, 15, 8] have maintained the importance of inter-organizational relationships, e.g. networks that generate new knowledge and create competitive advantage. Even the role of technical competence in the success of biopharmaceutical firms has long been recognized by many Authors [12, 16, 13]; Pisano [17] in particular stressed the role of the production process to guarantee a quality product. If, on one hand, the role of technical competence is fundamental, on the other hand, managerial competence can also play a significant role in the success of biotechnology firms [18, 2].

The study is original in that it concerns the identification of different strategic competences according to the type of business model adopted.

The suggestion emerging from this study is very important in particular for academic startups, where managerial skills are usually lacking in the scientific staff working at the university; for this reason, the assistance given by technology transfer offices or other local authorities, in terms of organizational and financial support, could be very important.

In particular in Italy, where there are very few university spin-offs in the field of biotechnology, an interesting solution to joint scientific and managerial competencies could be the launch of university startups where the founders are a team of both academic scientists and industry managers.
Table 2: The most important managerial competences for each of the business models analyzed

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of business models</th>
<th>Managerial competences</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>New biotechnology firms</td>
<td>- ability to choose profitable research projects;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- management of human resources;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- creation of an efficient collaboration network;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- ability to find financial resources.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integrated firms</td>
<td>- ability to absorb complementary knowledge from alliances;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- management of human resources;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- ability to manage post-approval activities;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- ability to find financial resources.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service firms</td>
<td>- ability to manage a network of different relationships;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- ability to satisfy customers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biotech suppliers</td>
<td>- creation of a culture of organization focused on quality excellence.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Finally, a look at the study conducted by Weisenfeld-Schenk [19], who proposed a typology of biotechnology firms based on the strategic types described by Miles & Snow, reveals some similarities and suggestions for further research. The Weisenfeld-Schenk study classifies biotechnology firms into three main groups: the first group is constituted by companies that “pursue process improvements and are lowest on new product development”; the second group encompasses companies that are mainly devoted to basic research instead of applications engineering; and the third group is the closest to the market and between the first and second groups. Looking at this classification, we can see, for example, that cluster 2 described by Weisenfeld-Schenk seems to share some common points with the new biotechnology firms presented in our study. Further research could then investigate the strategic behaviour of biotechnology firms through a quantitative analysis that takes into consideration both the strategic types suggested by Weisenfeld-Schenk and our own findings about business models.
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Abstract: Sodium tripolyphosphate (STPP) is an important ingredient of many detergents. The use of STPP has been associated with the environmental problem of “eutrophication”, the increase of nutrient levels in water, which can lead to the formation of large masses of algae or blooms which are unsightly, cause slow moving water to be turbid, and may be toxic. This paper considers policies to reduce the use of STPP in detergents and assesses their success in reducing eutrophication together with the impact on the phosphate industry. The extent of eutrophication has been reduced, but there is still an ecological problem in many areas. Policy directed specifically at detergent phosphates has now been effectively made redundant by the EU requirement to install tertiary treatment plant. While the phosphate industry has experienced a considerable reduction in demand and has consequently contracted, it can be expected to stabilise. Policy on phosphorus will continue to evolve, from the current emphasis on implementing the EU Directive on Urban Waste Water Treatment to dealing with the consequences of this – sludge – and addressing the other main source of phosphorus – agriculture.
1. Introduction

Laundry detergents are an item that appears on everybody’s shopping list; they perform one of the basic household functions. An important ingredient of many detergents is phosphate in the form of sodium tripolyphosphate (STPP). Its introduction in synthetic detergents in 1948 heralded a step increase in performance over the soap-based products that had been used before. Subsequently, the markets for synthetic detergents grew rapidly in Europe and the US and the production of STPP became a significant part of the phosphate industry, although it has always remained a relatively small part of the market in comparison to fertilisers, which account for around 85% of phosphate production.

However, there is an ecological problem. A consequence of the use of STPP in the domestic environment can be an increased level of phosphates in household waste water, which may then contribute to the phosphorus load in rivers, lakes and inshore waters. This can be an environmental issue because of “eutrophication”, the increase of nutrient levels in water, which can lead to the formation of large masses of algae or blooms which are unsightly, cause slow moving water to be turbid, and may be toxic. The emergence of eutrophication as an issue after the introduction of STPP led to the identification of the use of STPP with this environmental problem, which resulted in both changes in consumer perceptions and the development of government and EU policy on phosphates. However, the presence of cyanobacterial blooms and turbidity is still an important environmental issue in many European countries, the USA and Japan [1].

This history provides an interesting case study of the development of environmental policy and its impact on consumers and industry. [2] and [3] discuss the environmental issues arising from the use of phosphates in detergents. There is, however, very little literature on the application of environmental policy to detergents. [4] is an assessment of taxing phosphates in detergents and [5] considers environmental policy on phosphorus, with application to phosphorus recycling. This paper explains why phosphates are used in detergents and considers policy on phosphates in detergents in response to the ecological problem of eutrophication. We concentrate on the EU, using wider international comparisons when they are informative. The success of the policies in addressing eutrophication is assessed, together with the impacts on the detergents market and on the phosphate industry. This enables some conclusions to be drawn about the nature of environmental policy, applicable to other environmental policy issues.

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 briefly explains why phosphates are used in detergents and looks at alternative chemicals that can be used. Section 3 describes the ecological problem of eutrophication and assesses the role of detergents as a contributor to the phosphorus load. The environmental solutions that are available are introduced. In order to adopt these solutions, government action is required and section 4 looks at the extensive policy response of individual countries and the EU. The success of these policies is assessed. Section 5 considers the impact of the environmental issue of eutrophication and the policy response on the detergent market. Section 6 draws some general conclusions on the nature of environmental policy. It assesses the effectiveness of the policy response and discusses ways in which environmental policy on detergents and phosphorus might effectively address the continuing issue of eutrophication in the future.

2. The use of phosphates in laundry detergents

The reason why STPP is used in detergents is that it performs several very useful functions. No other single chemical product has been found which performs the same combination of functions as a ‘builder’ – a chemical added to soap to improve the performance of the detergent formulation - and contributes so effectively to the performance of modern household detergents, where washing temperatures are low and soiling of the clothes is generally relatively light. STPP performs the following functions [6]:

1. As with all complex phosphates, STPP is alkaline, so it counteracts hardness in water. ‘Hardness’ means that the water contains salts
such as calcium chloride or magnesium chloride, which will leave crusty deposits on the clothes. Dirt and the textiles may also contain calcium and magnesium ions. STPP reacts with these salts to combine them into other phosphate containing compounds which do not precipitate, so avoiding further deposits of precipitated crystals on the clothes. This has the additional advantage of preventing deposition on the heating elements in the washing machine [7].

2. A combination of 50% detergent and 50% STPP provides a more effective washing performance than using 100% detergent, other factors being equal. Condensed phosphates increase the surface activity of the active washing compounds [8]. An additional effect is that the alkaline STPP raises the pH value in the wash liquid (i.e. acts as a chemical buffer), which means that the ions in the dirt and textile fibres become more strongly charged. This in turn leads to increased repulsion between the ions in the dirt and in the textile, thus increasing washing performance. Of all the phosphate compounds, STPP has the greatest synergy in these respects.

3. Complex phosphates such as STPP ‘deflocculate’, which means that they break up large particles of e.g. mud or clay into smaller ones. Furthermore, they keep fine particles in suspension in the washing water and prevent them recombining, thus avoiding redeposition on the clothes. Related to this property of deflocculation, they emulsify oily materials, that is they also break up oily masses into smaller particles.

4. Because of the alkalinity of STPP, it will redissolve Calcium and Magnesium compounds that are present from detergent in previous washes and will reactivate any remaining soap. Therefore, the performance of the detergent is enhanced in this case.

This combination of functions means that phosphates and STPP in particular can play a very important role in the washing process. If phosphates are not used, they must be replaced with some material or combination of materials that performs a similar combination of functions, if the performance of the detergent is to be maintained. In recent years, there has been innovation in new products such as ‘compact’ powders and tablets. These help to prevent the excessive use of detergents. STPP is particularly suitable for use in both of these new types of product.

2.1 Alternatives to Phosphates in Detergents

As will be shown in sections 3 and 4 below, concern about the environmental impact of phosphates in synthetic detergents resulted in the introduction of various controls and restrictions on the use of phosphates in household detergents. This led to a search for alternative builders. Several replacements have been tried:

Sodium citrate

Sodium citrate was utilised as a builder, but it has some disadvantages [9]. It is considerably more expensive than STPP (twice as much at that time) and does not perform as well in removing calcium and magnesium ions. This lower performance is least marked at very low temperatures.

Ethylene diamine tetraacetic acid (EDTA) and nitrilotriacetic acid (NTA)

Both of these chemicals are effective at abstracting calcium and magnesium ions and NTA in particular can largely replace STPP as a builder [10]. However, it does not buffer as strongly as STPP and is less effective as a particle disperser. The main problems with NTA are that there has been some evidence that it is carcinogenic and its great strength in combining with metal ions has caused fears that heavy metals in sewage sludge may be taken up and hence mobilised [10]. This could then result in peak concentrations of heavy metals in rivers and lakes being above regulated level. [11] argue that this latter risk is not significant, but these environmental concerns have resulted in both EDTA and NTA being excluded from EU
Ecolabelable automatic dishwasher and domestic laundry detergents.

Zeolite A - polycarboxylate

The most successful alternative has been Zeolite A, a relatively inert substance derived from aluminium oxide [12]. It has a reasonable performance in abstracting calcium and magnesium ions but is limited as a builder. It does not buffer during the washing process and does not prevent redeposition of soil particles in the wash liquid, so it has to be used with a co-builder, usually polycoarboxylic acids (PCAs). These are oil-based compounds that soften water and keep soil particles in suspension. Zeolite-PCA builders are now used in almost all countries where STPP is no longer used, in particular the USA, Germany and Italy. It is also extensively used in liquid detergents. Its real advantage is that it never been perceived as presenting a serious environmental problem, while providing reasonable performance for modern household detergent powders although concern has been expressed over the impact of PCAs on heavy metals in water sources [13]. It also results in increased volumes of sludge from sewage treatment plants in comparison to STPP. Zeolites and PCAs contribute significantly to volumes of sludge produced by sewage works, probably generating significantly more sludge than detergent phosphates in cases where either sewage phosphorous removal is not necessary, where phosphorus removal is carried out essentially by biological processes or if phosphorus recycling is installed. The inclusion of zeolites in detergents is estimated to increase sewage works sludge production by 15% [14].

Comprehensive life-cycle comparisons of STPP and Zeolite A – PCA have been undertaken for European conditions [12,15]. These found that the overall environmental impact of the two builder systems was roughly equal in both the UK, which has relatively simple waste water treatment and in Scandinavian countries which have very advanced waste water systems. [15] concludes that using STPP exclusively as a builder is the option with the lowest environmental impact in terms of waste water treatment only. This is mainly because Zeolite builders result in a greater volume of sludge from sewage treatment works and because zeolites and PCAs have no recycling value, whereas phosphorus can be usefully recovered and recycled. Although Life Cycle Analysis methodology has evolved since these studies, more recent work [16] has confirmed the coherence of these studies’ data and conclusions.

In summary, STPP considerably improves performance of detergents. STPP is particularly useful for heavy soiled washes, and is extensively used in industrial laundry detergents as well as in dishwasher detergents, even in countries where it is no longer present in household detergents. There has subsequently been extensive research into alternatives to phosphates and STPP in particular as a builder. There are alternatives of which Zeolite A is the most successful, although it increases sludge volumes in waste water treatment.

3. Eutrophication and Detergent Phosphates

3.1 Eutrophication

The environmental issue associated with phosphates is eutrophication and the subsequent growth of blooms of cyanobacteria and microscopic algae. Eutrophication describes a situation in which a body of water receives an increased supply of plant nutrients which provide the conditions for the rapid growth of these blooms. Both phosphorus and nitrogen are essential chemicals for plant growth, but are only required in very small quantities under ‘natural’ conditions. Therefore, if the supply of either of these nutrients is suddenly increased, the conditions for plant growth will change and the ecosystem will adapt. In particular, given suitable environmental conditions, blooms will form. [17] and [18] provide empirical evidence that phosphorus can be the limiting nutrient...
determining the extent of blooms. The growth of algae and cyanobacteria also depend on the water temperature and the availability of sunlight for photosynthesis. Warm water temperatures and plenty of sunlight may combine with slow flowing or stationary water to give the conditions under which blooms can grow.

It is important to note that the size of blooms is governed by these different limiting factors. If the water is warm, there is plenty of sunlight and the requisite minerals, but initially a low level of phosphate, then the introduction of phosphate will cause a growth of the blooms. However, if there is already plenty of phosphate and the growth is limited by, say, nitrogen, then the addition of phosphate will not cause any growth. The relationship between biomass and phosphorus has been statistically estimated in the 'Vollenweider model', but because of the other potentially limiting factors, there is no continuous function between biomass and the quantity of phosphate [19]. [20] report that while blooms are associated with eutrophication, there is generally a low correlation between cyanobacterial biomass and total phosphorus or total nitrogen. [21] consider that biological productivity cannot be accurately predicted by simple phosphorus load approaches.

Algae and cyanobacterial blooms are a problem for the environment. The growth of large masses of these blooms may lead to the deoxygenation of deeper waters, threatening rare fish species and invertebrates. Reeds and other submerged plants may be lost and there can be indirect effects on herbivorous bird species. There is thus a loss of the variety of habitat and hence diversity of species [22]. The blooms may also block water filtration systems. Cyanobacterial blooms in particular may have an offensive odour and colour, forming noxious scums and may be toxic [23]. [24] report an incident at Rutland Water, UK in 1989 in which a total of 15 dogs and 20 sheep died after drinking contaminated water. [25] report an incident at Rudyard lake, Staffs., UK where a group of soldiers suffered from gastro-intestinal ailments, one from hallucinations and another from atypical pneumonia. In 1989, 169 water bodies in England and Wales were considered to have problems with cyanobacteria and 68% of 78 sites tested were found to have cyanobacterial toxins [26]. However, [22] consider that in the UK, the growth of cyanobacterial blooms is localised, rather than a widespread problem. They also report that the incidence of environmental problems due to eutrophication in the UK was at a similar level in the 1980s compared with the 1970s. Up to 1989, 16 European countries had reported blooms [27] and blooms have been reported in Australia, Canada, Japan, South Africa and the USA [23]. [28] summarised the situation in Europe at the beginning of the 1990s in table 1:

A recent international survey [1] surveys the wider international context and concludes that phosphorus pollution remains a significant issue in both developing countries and the EU, US and Japan.

3.2 The contribution of detergent phosphates to phosphate loading

Detergent phosphates are a significant, but secondary, source of phosphates in rivers and lakes. Humans and animals are by far the most important sources. [28] state that of phosphorus input to the aquatic environment in the EU, the most important contributors are livestock waste (34%), human waste (24%) and agricultural fertilisers (16%). Detergent phosphates form 10%. [29] state that for waste water input to sewage plants, the most important source is human waste, detergents form between 9% and 50% and that manufacturers’ estimates were 40%; a current manufacturers’ estimate is 20-25%; and industrial processes contribute 9% in the UK. [30] states that detergents led to 40% of water ‘over-fertilisation’ in Austria. Between 30% and 90% of phosphorus loading in rivers is from non-point sources i.e. agriculture[31] and this range is confirmed by [32] who state that in the Minnesota River, US, non-point sources contribute 35% of phosphate loading with low rainfall up to 90% loading in high rainfall. There are some surface waters in which the phosphorus load is dominated by point sources. In 1989 the river Po, Italy, received 67% of phosphorus from point sources and 29% from agriculture; the German Rhine received 77% from point sources and 23% from agriculture in 1985. For 1989-1992 in all of (West) Germany, 52%
came through point sources and 42% from agriculture [33].

The conclusion to be drawn from this evidence is that detergent phosphates may indeed lead to eutrophication and the consequent health hazards and degradation of ecosystems. However, the conditions under which these problems arise are limited and inherently site specific. The contribution of household detergents to the total phosphate load that finds its way into rivers, lakes and reservoirs varies considerably. Where phosphorus loading is dominated by waste water inputs, phosphorus from detergents might contribute up to 25% or so of the phosphorus loading. It is not possible to determine in general whether the removal of a certain amount of phosphate will reduce the incidence of blooms or whether an increase in phosphorus loading will cause blooms to develop or grow.

3.3 Solutions to eutrophication involving phosphorus – and their difficulties

Where eutrophication has been caused by phosphorus loading, it can be removed by reducing the phosphorus load, although ecosystems can show considerable hysteresis in their response if the algal blooms have killed off the original species. Although the largest source is agriculture, since phosphate removal from diffuse sources is impracticable, the approach to controlling these sources has to be one of managing the initial use of fertilisers and the careful use and/or disposal of manure [34]. Given this difficulty, there were two relatively obvious courses of action: the restriction of phosphates in household detergents and the treatment of waste water in sewage plants to remove phosphorus. The adoption of alternatives to the use of STPP in detergents has happened to a considerable extent in the EU, as is discussed below. The other

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Extent</th>
<th>Key areas affected</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Belgium</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Most inland waters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Most inland waters, North Sea, Kattegat, Baltic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Loire, Meuse, Saone and possibly other rivers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Many inland waters, Bavaria, Rhine, North Sea, Baltic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greece</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Potential threat to limited inland and coastal waters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Potential threat to inland waters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Most lakes and reservoirs, Rivers Arno, Tevere, Po, Adriatic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luxembourg</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>All inland waters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Many inland waters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UK</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Lough Neagh, Anglia, some other local areas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Many lowland lakes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Extent of waters affected by eutrophication; Source: [28]
obvious possibility is to treat waste water at sewage plants to reduce the phosphorus content of discharges. Treatment of urban waste water to remove phosphorus has a greater potential to change the output into rivers and lakes, because it works on all the phosphate content of waste water instead of only the small fraction from detergents. Also, phosphate removal in sewage works is generally installed at the same time as nitrogen removal, thus also reducing the input of this nutrient to surface waters. Phosphorus technologies are extensively covered in [35]. The technology exists to remove 95% or more of phosphorus from waste water, if the most comprehensive (tertiary) treatment systems are fitted [36].

However, phosphorus removal using the current commercial processes results in the production of phosphorus rich sludge, which must then be disposed of. [35] reviews the state of the art in recycling technologies. Recycling by spreading sludge as fertiliser is the most effective environmental option in many cases [37]. However, in some regions where there is a high population density and limited agricultural land, there may be more sludge produced with high levels of removal than is required for agriculture. Sludge is bulky and therefore has high transport costs, so there must be a demand close to the sewage treatment plant if the economic cost is not to be high. While this is in general the case in the UK, it is not so in many parts of Europe and the US [38]. Most sludge will be produced in urban areas and would have to be distributed to the agricultural areas. This has been found to be the case in the Netherlands and in a study in the Lothian region of Scotland [39]. There are also serious concerns about the concentrations of heavy metals in sludge from waste water, which would also be of concern if their use in fertilisers increased the metal concentration in the food chain, to the extent that the European commission has proposed much stricter controls on the composition of sludge used for spreading [40].

An alternative is to extract the phosphorus from the waste water stream in such a form that it can be reused, either in agriculture as a fertiliser or by phosphate manufacturers as a substitute for the raw material, phosphate rock. A further possibility is to dry and incinerate the sludge, but this requires careful control over the combustion products containing heavy metals, mercury, dioxins and furans, acid gases, as well as NOx and N2O [41]. Another possible use is to dry the sludge and use it for construction materials. In Tokyo, it is used for pavement construction [4].

4. Policies on detergent phosphates, their success and impacts on the phosphate industry

The potential factors causing eutrophication – i.e. increased input of nitrogen and phosphates into watercourses, lakes and seas – were rapidly identified. The increase in phosphorus input due to the introduction of synthetic detergents was perceived to be a major contributor to eutrophication and led to the development of policy to control phosphorus discharges. There is a large literature on environmental policy; initially governments concentrated on limiting pollution by imposing regulations or standards on firms, but the emphasis has moved towards policies employing economic incentives, in particular environmental taxation. [42] surveys the EU experience. Policies on phosphorus have followed this pattern, starting by setting national standards through regulation, through international agreements where necessary. Most policy on phosphates has been of this nature. Germany and the Netherlands are among the signatories to the Rhine Action programme, which required a 50% reduction in inputs of phosphorus and nitrogen to surface waters [43]. With the more recent trend towards the use of economic instruments, such as taxes and charges, the taxation of phosphates is now being considered and has been enacted for detergents in France in particular. There have also been many voluntary agreements to reduce phosphate use in detergents and these have led to significant reductions in phosphate use.

4.1 Command and Control instruments and voluntary agreements between governments and industry to restrict detergent phosphate

Phosphate levels in detergents and also in fertiliser input to agriculture can be specified by
legislation or administrative instruments. Given that the main contributor is human waste, which as a biological function cannot be reduced, controlling phosphates in detergents offered the best way of reducing phosphate input into urban waste water. The response of individual countries has depended on the severity of eutrophication and its geographical extent. In 1985, Italy introduced a restriction of 4% STPP content in household detergents (a low enough proportion to prevent effective use of STPP) in negotiation with industry. This was followed by regulatory bans on phosphates in household detergents in Switzerland and Norway and subsequently Austria in 1994. Many US states introduced bans in the early 1990s and Japan also discontinued the use of STPP in detergents. In some countries such as Germany and Italy, and more recently Ireland, a voluntary agreement to reduce STPP use is in effect equivalent to a “ban” of phosphates in household laundry detergents. In most other European countries, and in some EU Accession countries, voluntary agreements are in place limiting detergent phosphate levels to the minimum necessary for phosphates to play an effective role in the detergent.

However, since cyanobacterial blooms and algae are still a widespread problem in Italian surface and coastal waters, regulating detergents in this way is not always effective. [28] found that there were no examples of phosphate limits in detergents making any large impact on eutrophication and [44] concluded that moving to phosphate free detergents would not measurably change phosphorus inputs from the river Redon into Lake Geneva.

4.2 Ecotaxation of detergent phosphates

The modern trend in environmental policy has been to move towards the use of ‘economic instruments’: taxes/subsidies and tradeable permit systems. These types of measures have long been proposed by economists, because under suitable conditions they offer the possibility of taking the costs of pollution abatement into account as well as the pollution reduction and therefore being economically efficient. The idea is that if there are external costs of e.g. pollution to society imposed by some activity, such as the use of detergents, then the user of the detergent should face costs that reflect the external costs. Taxes are usually most appropriate where there is a tax collection system already in place. The advantage is that the tax provides an economic incentive for polluters to change their behaviour and each individual polluter can choose their level of abatement and hence the amount of tax they pay. Thus it is easy to take account of differences in abatement costs between different polluters. In the context of eutrophication, a national tax has the disadvantage that it does not allow for the difference in requirements for the reduction of phosphates between water basins, so the effects may be insignificant or inappropriate in some areas. The only example of a tax on detergents is the French TGAP, discussed below. Taxation of other polluting activities is much more common, both in Europe and in other OECD countries; [42] surveys European environmental taxes. Belgium and the Netherlands have introduced surplus manure charges, which are based on the emissions of phosphorus and/or nitrogen in excess of the environmentally acceptable manure loads per hectare. Norway, Sweden and the USA have introduced fertiliser charges which are taxes on products rather than taxes directly related to the pollution caused.

The fundamental principle of ecotax design is that it should provide an incentive for the polluter to change their behaviour in a way that reduces the undesirable or polluting activity, in this case eutrophication. [45] considers environmental tax design. Usually, a more effective tax requires more measurement or more complex charging schedules. Another factor is the use of the revenues generated by a tax. The revenues may be designated for use in the same area from which the tax is raised (known as earmarking) e.g. paying for the installation of water treatment or they may be used to reduce other taxes such as employment taxes to improve the overall efficiency of the taxation system. [45] argues that the earmarking of tax revenues does not have an economic justification, but is used to make the introduction of a tax more acceptable.

In the case of detergents, the use of a national tax on detergents containing phosphates is problematic for several reasons. In many areas, the
main phosphate loading will come from agricultural sources, so a detergent tax does not address the problem. Even if the main phosphorus load comes from urban waste water, since detergents contribute a small proportion of phosphates, a reduction in detergent use will not prevent eutrophication in most cases. It should also be noted that demand for detergents is relatively inelastic; consumers will always wish to wash clothes and will not be very sensitive to changes in detergent prices. Household expenditure on detergents is also a small proportion of expenditure: [46, 47] shows that expenditure on all cleaning and maintenance products is between 0.5% and 1.5% on average in most EU countries, so even a considerable increase in price of detergents is unlikely to cause consumers to use much less. Therefore, an extremely high rate of tax on phosphate detergents would be necessary to have any significant impact on the incidence of cyanobacterial blooms and algae.

The French TGAP

The one example of a tax specifically on phosphates in household detergents is the French ‘Taxe Générale sur les Activités Polluantes (TGAP)’, which came into force in January 2000. The TGAP contains several different taxes on various activities which are seen as polluting. These include: activities modifying water movement and flow, gravel extraction, industrial outputs of heated water and radioactivity, pesticides (but not fertilisers) and laundry detergents. The stated objective of the TGAP is to reduce polluting activities through an improved application of the polluter pays principle and the raising of revenues to finance the 35 hour week and hence employment [48]. The part of the tax applied to detergents is levied on the sales price to the consumer as follows [49]:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Detergents with:</th>
<th>Tax Rate:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>less than 5% STPP</td>
<td>470 FF/tonne</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-30% STPP</td>
<td>520 FF/tonne</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>more than 30% STPP</td>
<td>570 FF/tonne</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This represents 2.35-2.85 FF for a 1 kilo standard detergent packet, which is approximately between 2-3% of the sale price for concentrated powders and 10% for the cheaper powders. The expected revenue for the first year is 500 million FF, out of a total of 4 billion FF for the TGAP. Applying the criteria for efficient taxes outlined above, it can be seen that the TGAP detergent tax does apply directly to the issue of concern i.e. the presence of detergents in urban waste water. The collection of the tax will be relatively simple, because the systems in place for VAT on consumer products can be used. The variation in rates of 0.5 FF or between 0.4% and 2% per packet is probably so small that any consequent reduction in sales is not detectable. These price variations are certainly much smaller than price differences between different products and promotions etc. However, it will probably not achieve its environmental aims of reducing cyanobacterial blooms and algae in surface waters. As discussed above, STPP is a small part of the phosphate load and so this marginal additional load will only be significant in a small number of cases. As the change in detergent use due to this tax will be small, the change in STPP input into urban waste water will also be small. Detergent STPP forms 9-50% of the phosphate input to waste water and a maximum 25% of the input to rivers, lakes and reservoirs. Assuming the maximum of the range, 50%, if there is a 5% reduction in detergent use, then there would be a 2.5% reduction in STPP input into waste water and a 1.25% reduction in phosphate input to surface waters as a maximum where phosphate loading was dominated by urban waste water. Even for waters sensitive to the phosphate load, this is very unlikely to have any great effect on the growth of cyanobacterial blooms.

4.3 Waste water treatment

Denmark, Germany, the Netherlands, Switzerland and Sweden have all installed a large number of phosphate removal systems. A far-reaching step was taken by the EU in 1991 with adoption of the Directive on Urban Waste Water Treatment (Directive 91/271/EEC), which required installation of phosphorus removal at waste water treatment plants such as to remove...
most of the phosphorus [5]. This is resulting in the widespread installation of tertiary treatment plant. The new Water Framework Directive [50] maintains the requirements of existing Directives (e.g.91/271) as the minimum baseline to be developed at the catchment level. Since the growth of cyanobacterial blooms and algae is very dependent on the local conditions, a more integrated approach to nutrient load at a local level offers the possibility of more efficient and effective action.

The implementation of this directive, which came into force in 1991 with the requirements regarding phosphate removal applicable by 31/12/1998, is assessed in [36]. Progress has been variable in the different member states, both in the designation of sensitive areas that require phosphate removal and in the installation of treatment systems. While some processes could produce revenue from selling nutrient rich sludge for use as fertiliser or by recycling to phosphorus to phosphate manufacturers, this is not currently profitable [3]. Therefore, the finance must be raised either from public sources or through water charges. This will explain the delay in implementing the EU directive in some cases. However, the costs have not prevented countries such as Germany and Switzerland from installing many phosphate removal plants, so the costs are probably not a major barrier where eutrophication is perceived to be a serious problem.

4.4 Current incidence of eutrophication

While phosphate discharges have been reduced, phosphate concentrations are far above their natural levels in many areas in Europe and eutrophication continues to be an environmental issue. The most recent available evidence demonstrates that eutrophication is still a problem in many parts of the EU, in spite of a considerable history of policy measures over the last 25 years. [51] found that only 10% of 1000 river measurement sites across Europe had phosphorus concentrations below 50 μg/l (the natural background maximum). It has been found that the cyanobacterial blooms may be extremely stable, especially in shallow waters, so that reduction of phosphorus input alone will not restore the waters [52]. There have been some successes. For example in Lake Veluwe, the Netherlands, the installation of phosphate removal in the sewage works discharging into the lake in 1979 and additional flushing in 1985 enabled the lake to recover by the early 1990s, 10 years after the reduction in nutrient loading [53]. The Swiss policy of waste water treatment has also had some success in reducing the incidence of cyanobacterial blooms and algae, in particular in Lakes Geneva and Neuchatel [54]. [51] shows that mean phosphorus concentrations in European rivers generally decreased between 1987-91 and 1992-96 in Western Europe and in some countries of Eastern Europe. However, there are still many sites with very high phosphate concentrations. [51] also states that reductions in phosphorus loading from sewage works now need to be followed by reductions in loading from agriculture, as this is now relatively more important.

Although full compliance with the EU directive still requires far more extensive phosphate removal, [55] considers that the number of heavily polluted rivers in Western Europe has fallen from 25% in 1975-80 to approximately 5% in 1992-98, especially because of the installation of waste water treatment following the Urban Waste Water Directive. This will have been very effective where there was a high proportion of the phosphorus load from point sources, as in the river Rhine.

If countries such as Italy (where waste water treatment is relatively limited and there are serious problems with cyanobacterial blooms and algae) move towards compliance with the Directive by installing more treatment plants, eutrophication due to phosphorus should decrease and this might have a considerable effect on the overall incidence of eutrophication. Sweden, Switzerland and the Great Lakes region of the USA, for example, have implemented phosphate removal programmes, which have controlled the extent of eutrophication [15]. In Sweden it has therefore not been considered necessary to put any controls on phosphates in detergents. EU policy is now changing towards a water catchment based and hence localised approach, within the context of national and EU policy.
5. Market impacts

The understanding of eutrophication and subsequent policy has had a considerable impact on the market for detergents and detergent phosphates. We consider here evidence on consumer reactions and then look at the consequences for firms in the detergent market, from the viewpoint of the phosphate industry.

5.1 Consumer reactions and trends in phosphate use

Laundry detergents are an essential consumption item that is used very regularly and purchased frequently. The emergence of eutrophication as an environmental issue together with increased consumer awareness of environmental issues increased the perception of phosphates in detergents as environmentally damaging resulted in the policies described above. The consumer choice literature on detergents reflects this situation, in which phosphates are mentioned as an environmental issue [4]. In Denmark, Germany and the Netherlands, the market for detergents containing STPP disappeared, while in countries such as France and the UK, there is also a widespread opinion that phosphates are bad for the environment [4]. Since the detergent market is very competitive and marketing oriented, the consequence of this has been that detergent manufacturers have reduced the use of STPP in detergents. In France, detergents contained 24% STPP on average in 1985 which was reduced to 10% in 1998 [4]. ‘Eco-friendly’ detergent brands were introduced in response to this perception, but this was a temporary phenomenon, as the major manufacturers changed their main products to use less STPP anyway [56]. In Europe, the USA and Japan, the use of STPP in detergents has either been stopped or has fallen very considerably and is continuing to be reduced. In other countries such as Russia, China and Latin America, where there are also potentially large consumer markets, the use of detergents is increasing generally and there is little tendency to try and minimise the use of STPP [56,57].

5.2 Implications for the detergent phosphate industry

Position in the supply chain and detergent market conditions

Phosphates are an intermediate product in the detergent supply chain. The production of STPP is based on phosphorus rock as the raw material from which phosphoric acid is manufactured (although, as mentioned above, the technology also exists to recycle phosphates). STPP is sold to detergent manufacturers and detergents are sold through retail outlets, mainly grocery stores/supermarkets. The consumer detergent market is very concentrated, both in retail and in supply. In 1998, Proctor & Gamble and Unilever, the two largest firms in the market, had over 75% of the UK powder detergent market [57]. The retail market is large; expenditure on fabric cleaning products in the UK was £1.18 billion in 1998 with a further £98 million on machine dishwashing products [57]. It is mature; overall demand is roughly constant, although there has been a slow long term decline in volumes in Europe. This is due to fewer people being employed in manual labour and improved performance of detergents. Required quantities have decreased from 200g detergent/wash to 70-80g/wash, with lower washing temperatures, shorter wash cycles and a lower water use. Therefore, competition is intense with the manufacturers spending heavily on advertising (£76.8 million for fabric detergents in 1998, [57]) and innovation in new products such as ‘compact’ powders and tablets. The lifetime of a detergent formulation is only of the order of one year [4]. STPP is particularly suitable for use in both of these new types of product, so some increase in the use of STPP as these product types develop can be expected. The market for dishwasher detergents, in which STPP is usually used as the builder, is expanding but was only 22% of the laundry detergent market in 1998 [57].
Structure of the detergent phosphate industry

The STPP industry is also heavily internationally concentrated, with the main manufacturers being part of international industrial chemical companies [48]. There is also overcapacity in the European phosphate industry. After STPP was introduced by Procter and Gamble in 1948, the market and production increased rapidly until most countries had at least one manufacturer. The issue of eutrophication and the subsequent bans and restrictions then caused a rapid decline in the industry, with many plants being closed up to 1992 [4]. This led to consolidation of the industry into five producers in Europe. Two of the largest companies have recently been combined; Rhodia took over Albright and Wilson plc. and now has roughly 50% of the European manufacturing capacity [4]. The concentration has been associated with cutbacks in capacity, the latest of which is that Rhodia UK recently announced the closure of 2 of the 3 UK STPP plants with 300 redundancies. The reduction of 140,000T of effective capacity will mean that plants in Europe will improve from operating at 50-55% capacity to over 80% capacity [58]. [48] estimates the turnover of the sole STPP plant in France at 350Mn FF/year, with 150 employees [4].

Internationally, there are detergent markets which might expand. China is the best example, but there is plenty of recently installed manufacturing capacity. There is a relatively low level of detergent consumption in Russia and Eastern Europe and little use of zeolites as a builder so there is potential for growth there [4]. Latin America and South East Asia are also potential markets, although as STPP and powder detergents are quite difficult to transport, it is more probable that local manufacturing plants will be constructed.

Overall, the issue of eutrophication caused a decline in demand for detergent phosphates, resulting in a contraction of the industry and considerably reduced production volumes. There are no large new potential markets outside the EU, although new products such as compact powders and dishwasher detergents may stabilise demand for detergent phosphates.

6. Has policy on detergents been effective and what can future policy on phosphorus achieve?

As the discussion in section 4 above shows, policy to control phosphorus has reduced the extent of eutrophication, but there is still an ecological problem in many areas. Policy directed specifically at detergent phosphates has now been effectively made redundant by the EU requirement to install tertiary treatment plant, which removes most of the phosphorus in urban waste water, of which only a small proportion now comes from detergents. So, while policies on detergents may have reduced the environmental impact of detergents in some cases of eutrophication in the past, this would only be the case in a few particular situations in the future. The impact on the detergent market overall has been small, but in terms of phosphates in detergents, policy and market pressures have acted to considerably reduce the use of STPP. This has led to overcapacity in STPP production, with resultant consolidation of the phosphate industry. Because the industry is highly concentrated, there were considerable economic impacts where plants have been closed, but these are relatively few in number. New products and a move to waste water treatment as the main policy to control phosphorus loading should mean that the industry stabilises.

This case study of the history of environmental policy demonstrates three points. Firstly, sources of pollution from industry or consumer products are easily identified and are relatively easy for policy to influence. However, what is thought of as the main cause of deterioration in an ecosystem is often only the main cause in some instances. Secondly, because ecosystems have non-linear responses to changes in inputs, removing the last source of pollution that ‘tipped the ecosystem over the edge’ will often not return the ecosystem to its previous state, more drastic action may be necessary. Thirdly, the most effective policy may change over time. In the case of detergents, restrictions on phosphates in detergents have been effectively replaced by a requirement to remove phosphorus from urban waste water streams. This
will, in turn, lead to changed policy requirements in the future.

In particular, the sludge produced by waste water treatment will have to be dealt with and phosphorus loading from agriculture will become a more serious issue as the main remaining source of phosphorus. [35] surveys phosphorus recycling and [5] looks at policy for recycling phosphorus. This will be costly and require the development of new markets in sludge collection, transport and spreading or treatment. Since phosphorus in urban waste water is now being reduced, future policy will have to address the role of agriculture in contributing to phosphorus load into rivers, lakes and inshore waters. Because agriculture is a diffuse source of phosphorus compared to waste water outlets, its control is more difficult. Policy can provide incentives by taxing excess fertiliser and manure use, as in Belgium and the Netherlands [42]. A further possibility would be to recycle phosphate from animal manure, which could become economically attractive in areas of intensive livestock production [38]. There is a potential synergy with waste water treatment here: if a market for recycled phosphorus from waste water treatment plants is developed, it would be much easier for farms to locate a demand for their recycled phosphorus. [34] also make the point that since the main cause of high phosphorus loading problem is intensive livestock farming, policies to encourage mixed farming will also reduce the incidence of eutrophication.

To summarise, environmental policy is demonstrating some success in reducing the incidence of eutrophication. Full implementation of current EU policy can be expected to reduce eutrophication further. While the phosphate industry has experienced a considerable reduction in demand due to the recognition of the problem and has consequently contracted, it can be expected to stabilise. Policy on phosphorus will continue to evolve, from the current emphasis on implementing the Directive on Urban Waste Water Treatment to dealing with the consequences of this – sludge – and addressing the other main source of phosphorus – agriculture.
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Abstract: This paper gives a brief survey on the history and the strategies of Chemische Fabrik Griesheim of Frankfurt on the Main. After the foundation in 1856, it had been a middle-sized chemical company manufacturing fertilizers, mineral acids and soda. Due to important innovations, the enterprise developed to a leading producer of heavy chemicals at the end of the 19th century. To improve profitability, it acquired a dyestuff company and joined IG Farben Trust in 1925. After World War II, its activities and plants became parts of other corporations. Most of them are still operating.
Introduction

The emergence of the German dyestuff manufactures in the 1860s had led to a blossoming time of the chemical industry at the end of the 19th century. Before that time, there existed only middle-sized firms producing soda and mineral acids. Chemische Fabrik Griesheim (CFG) of Frankfort on the Main, which celebrates its 150th anniversary this year, belonged to these companies. However, it existed as independent enterprise only up to 1925, when it joined the huge IG Farben trust. Before World War I it had developed into one of the biggest chemical companies in Germany. According to turnover and number of employees it ranged on fourth place behind the “big three” BASF, Bayer and Hoechst. When the Allies disintegrated the IG Farben Industry in 1945, CFG could not be established again, because its biggest production facilities were located in East Germany under the administration of the Soviet Union.

From the Foundation to First Innovation

Ludwig Baist, the founder of CFG, had been inspired by the ideas of the great chemist Justus von Liebig, who published his theory of plant nutrition and mineral fertilization in the early 1840s. The introduction of mineral fertilizers into the market, however, presented more problems than expected. Therefore, one added soda to the product range. In the following two decades CFG developed into one of the approximately 20 chemical companies in Germany manufacturing soda, mineral acids and other chemicals. After 1880 the situation changed dramatically for two reasons: 1. Dyestuff manufacturers, big customers of acids, started their own acid production and 2. the new Solvay process for soda manufacturing turned out to be superior to the Leblanc method, used by CFG and the other soda producers. In 1884, CFG took the opportunity to join a syndicate of soda manufacturers, which aimed to exploit a patent for the production of caustic soda and chlorine by electrolysis of salt. For this complete new technology no experience existed in the chemical industry at that time. When some experiments in the laboratory looked promising, the CFG took the initiative to build a pilot plant on their Griesheim site. Many obstacles had to be overcome: No electrodes were available which could stand the reaction conditions. The commercial generators did not prove suitable for the electrochemical process. But the plant manager Ignaz Stroof did not give up. In 1890 he could announce that the first production unit in the world for the electrolysis of salt was running successfully.

Growth and Expansion

The cost of electricity, however, was too high at the Griesheim plant, because one had to buy the expensive pit coal of the Ruhr region. Since there existed large deposits of cheap brown coal in Middle Germany, CFG decided to erect a plant with bigger production units in Bitterfeld. Within a very short time CFG was able to supply the market with its new products at reasonable prices. Elektrochemische Werke, a company founded by Walter Rathenau, had also built an electrolysis plant at Bitterfeld. It was not able to compete, gave up and offered CFG to lease their facilities. This put Griesheim within a few years in a position to become the leading supplier of caustic soda, potassium and chlorine.

The chlorine-alkali process not only produces these two components but a third one: hydrogen. One tried to use it for heating or even for filling Zeppelin airships. The Griesheim engineer Ernst Wiss developed a burner for iron welding using a mixture of hydrogen and compressed oxygen. Although the management of CFG was reluctant in the beginning, the new process of autogenous welding was successfully introduced in the market. Using a surplus of oxygen the method could be used for cutting metal. For better promotion CFG started cooperation with Air Liquide Company of France, a supplier of oxygen and oxygen production units. Several oxygen facilities were built close to the iron industry in the Rhineland and other regions. As by-products of oxygen fabrication noble gases, especially Argon, Neon and Helium were obtained. In order to find applications for these gases, the Griesheim
scientists experimented with luminophors. In 1913 the first neon lamp was produced in the laboratory.

The production of electrodes for the chloralkali electrolysis also developed to a special field of activities. Electrodes were first obtained by pressing a mixture of crashed coal and tar and heating to 1300°C. The manufacturing of graphite electrodes was taken up in 1916. Besides for electrodes the material can also be used for thermal and corrosion resistant equipment and lining.

Although the main effort concentrated after 1890 on the chloralkali electrolysis and related fields, the other products had not been neglected. The loss of acid sales to the dyestuff companies could be substituted by deliveries to explosive manufacturers. Since Alfred Nobel had invented dynamite, the requirement of sulphuric and nitric acid had picked up. Because the transportation of larger quantities of acids presented problems at that time, CFG erected acid plants close to explosive and gun powder producers in Spandau near Berlin and Küppersteg in the Cologne area.

Chlorine and sodium or potassium hydroxides are simultaneously formed by the electrolysis in a constant ratio. The requirements of soda usually exceeded those of chlorine. In the beginning, chlorine was converted in chloride of lime, which was used in large quantities as disinfectant and for bleaching. In addition, CFG founded in 1882 the subsidiary Mainthal for the manufacturing of organic chlorine compounds. The product range comprised chloroacetic acid, chlorobenzene, benzoic acid, tetrachloromethane, chloral hydrate and others. These compounds were intermediates for pharmaceuticals, dyestuffs and other chemicals or were used as solvents.

The experience gained by chloralkali electrolysis lead CFG to another activity of electrochemical technology. For the manufacture of pure phosphorous, an electric oven had to be designed. In 1895 the first amounts of phosphorous were produced in a pilot plant by heating a mixture of phosphates, coal and sand. Since requirements for matches, artificial fog and metallurgy increased, a larger unit was built in Bitterfeld in 1902. There was also research work done for gaining light metals by electro thermal processes. The plans to erect an aluminium factory were dropped in 1906 because of low market prices. The manufacturing of magnesium looked more promising. Due to its low weight the metal was of interest for the arising aviation industry. Since further processing of magnesium was difficult, CFG tried to develop better-suited alloys of magnesium and other metals. The efforts resulted in an alloy called “Elektron”, which in the following years was widely used for airplane and airship assembling.

 Unsatisfying Profitability

Sales increased in 1885, when CFG started to do research in innovative products, from 4,6 Million M to 48,3 Million M in 1905, but in the same period net profits did not keep up with this expansion. They dropped from 8,5 % to 6,2% of turnover. Consequently, the company could only disburse 10 – 16 % dividend to its stockholders compared to 25 – 35 %, which the dyestuff companies were able to pay. For this reason, the management of CFG was looking for an acquisition of dyestuff manufacturers since the beginning of the 20th century. In 1905, the company was offered to buy the Oehler dyestuff factory in Offenbach. The company existed already since 1843, but belonged to the smaller sized dyestuff producers. Sales amounted to 7,5 Million M in 1905 and consisted of dyestuffs and dyestuff intermediates, mainly aniline. However, the acquisition came very late. Because of increasing competition, the big dyestuff companies had formed alliances in 1904. Since CFG put a lot of effort and money in research, sales and profits picked up in the beginning. After 1908 competition became tougher. One was forced to switch to a low price strategy. As shown below, earnings went down considerably.
The War and its Consequences

In 1914, at the outbreak of World War I, the number of employees of CFG amounted to 4,708 blue-collar and 950 white-collar workers. The Griesheim factory counted 2,500 employees and the Bitterfeld works approximately 1,500. The others were working at the acid and oxygen plants and at Rheinfelden, a small electrochemical factory, which CFG had also leased from Elektrochemische Werke. The factory was located at the Swiss border and was using hydro-electric power of the Rhine.

Since Griesheim had already manufactured explosives before 1914, it became one of the largest suppliers of explosives in the course of the war. Besides picric acid and trinitrotoluene other explosives like ammonium nitrate, chlorates and perchlorates were manufactured. The armed forces also ordered phosphorous and magnesium. Because there was no aluminium production in Germany, CFG was asked by the government to join an enterprise for the manufacturing of the light metal. The state was holding 50 % of the shares of the new founded “Vereinigte Aluminiumwerke”, CFG and Metallgesellschaft of Frankfurt 25 % each. Until 1918, plants were built in Rummelsburg near Berlin, Horrem/Rhineland and Bitterfeld.

Owing to the increasing fabrication for military purposes, production of civil goods had to be reduced. But still research in non-military fields was possible and resulted in a spectacular invention. Before the war, CFG had experimented with acetylene derivatives, e.g. vinyl acetate and vinyl chloride. When working with these compounds, Fritz Klatte had observed in 1912 that resins were formed when exposed to light. The first polymerisation of polyvinylchloride and polyvinyl acetate had been achieved in the Griesheim laboratories! The new products became of interest during the war as replacement for natural resins, which could not be imported anymore. But due to the difficult process and other priorities only smaller amounts of polymers were manufactured until 1918 in a pilot plant. As soon as natural resins became available again after the war, there was no demand anymore for...
polyvinyl plastics. It lasted until the late nineteen twenties before pilot plant manufacturing was taken up again at Bitterfeld and Ludwigshafen. After World War II polyvinylchloride (PVC) became the largest plastic material in the world.

In 1916 another effort was made by the big German dyestuff companies to come to a closer cooperation. As these firms were depending much on exports, they feared a much tougher competition on the world market when the war would be over. On the other hand nobody wanted to give up its independence. Hence in August 1916 the IG Farben Association was founded. CFG joined the alliance as of January 1917. The goal of the association was cooperation and mutual information about sales, new products, expansion plans etc.

After 1918 the need of all kind of goods, which had been accumulated during wartime had to be satisfied. This resulted in a boom of the chemical and other industries. Investment increased, CFG erected new buildings at their locations and modernized equipment. But soon it turned out that the economic recovery would not last. The inflation was eating up the assets of the people and unemployment increased considerably. After the war more than 15.000 people had been employed at the CFG factories. In 1920 the number decreased to 11.200 and in 1924 to 9.700. Within the IG Farben Association negotiations were underway to transform the alliance to a big joint-stock company. The treaty of the IG Farben AG was signed in October 1925 and became effective January 1926. The management of CFG hesitated first to enter the corporation, because its portfolio did not fit well into the business dominated by the dyestuff companies. On the other hand it regarded itself as a dyestuff producer. So finally CFG also signed and ceased to be an independent enterprise.

The position of CFG within the management of the IG Farben Corporation was not very influential, as its activities did not belong to the strong points of strategy. The Griesheim factory had a hard time to survive. Its facilities for soda and acids were transferred to Bitterfeld or had become obsolete. In the intermediates section the Bayer and BASF plants often had a stronger position. The situation at Bitterfeld was more favourable. The electrolytic equipment was modernized and enlarged. Larger phosphorous ovens were installed; research in the light metal alloys field was intensified. In 1927 a pilot plant for the manufacture of Polyvinylchloride (PVC) was erected, three years later small production facilities. The dyestuff plant at Offenbach suffered most after the IG Farben merger. Manufacturing of many products was discontinued, some departments totally closed due to either streamlining of the assortment or more profitable fabrication conditions at other sites of IG Farben. Luckily in 1912 a new two-component dyeing process had been discovered at the Offenbach research laboratories. The so-called Naphthol AS components were successfully introduced into the market after the war. Increasing sales of Naphthol AS goods ensured the survival of the Offenbach factory.

The Bitterfeld works grew most also during World War II, because light metals but also plastics, phosphorous and chlorine compounds were needed by the military. The number of employees shows the different development of the former CFGE plants under the IG Farben administration.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Griesheim</th>
<th>Offenbach</th>
<th>Bitterfeld</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1923</td>
<td>3.227</td>
<td>1.698</td>
<td>5.382</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1925</td>
<td>1.852</td>
<td>1.274</td>
<td>5.239</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1929</td>
<td>1.943</td>
<td>732</td>
<td>4.909</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1939</td>
<td>905</td>
<td>604</td>
<td>7.966</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1944</td>
<td>1.337</td>
<td>549</td>
<td>14.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Employees at former CFG locations 1923 – 1944
Table 3: Succession Companies of CFG after 1945

After the war Sigri Elektrographit GmbH, a joint venture of Siemens and Hoechst AG, was running the carbon business. In 1991, the company merged with Great Lakes Carbon of USA to form SGL Carbon AG, a leading producer of carbon and graphite goods. A joint venture was also formed by Hoechst AG and Adolf Messer GmbH for the industrial gases and welding products. The shares of Hoechst were sold in 1999.
to Messer Industrie GmbH and in 2004, the Messer Group GmbH took over the entire company.

Summary

In the first decades after its foundation, the management of CFG was following a conservative strategy. However, when the company was experiencing more and more into difficulties in the 1880s, the executives moved courageously and successfully into a completely new field of chemical technology. They also did not hesitate to relocate the new production to places where conditions were more favourable. After the company had gained a leading position in the heavy chemicals market, it followed up its innovative policy resulting in new gas welding technology, industrial gases and carbon products. Although it took quiet some time to convert the invention of vinyl polymers into economic success, CFG could claim to have produced these polymers on an industrial scale for the first time. Despite its achievements in heavy chemical industry, CFG was not operating as profitable as other chemical firms, manufacturing products that are more sophisticated such as dyestuffs and pharmaceuticals. Therefore, the management of CFG changed its strategy, neglected to update its innovative products and procedures and bought a small dyestuff producer. Nevertheless, the action did not yield the expected result, because the dyestuff market had already passed over its climax, but it paved the way to the merger of CFG into IG Farben Industries.

The name of Chemische Fabrik Griesheim is forgotten, but its tradition is alive in its succession companies and its contribution to basic chemical technology. Finally, CFG has gained merits as main initiator of a new industrial region for chemistry in Middle Germany, called “Chemiedreieck Halle/Merseburg”.
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Chronological Table of the History of Chemische Fabrik Griesheim

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1856</td>
<td>Foundation of the company by Ludwig Baist, production of fertilizer and mineral acids</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1859</td>
<td>Production of Soda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1881</td>
<td>Erecting of aniline plant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1884</td>
<td>Syndicate for exploiting a patent for chloralkali-electrolysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1888</td>
<td>Manufacture of carbon electrodes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1889</td>
<td>First issuing of CFG shares at the Frankfurt stock exchange, fabrication of explosive picric acid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1890</td>
<td>First unit for chloralkali electrolysis running at Griesheim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1894</td>
<td>Plant for chloralkali electrolysis built at Bitterfeld</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1900</td>
<td>Electric oven for phosphorous production built at Bitterfeld</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1902</td>
<td>Developing of gas welding procedure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1905</td>
<td>Acquisition of the dyestuff company Karl Oehler at Offenbach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1908</td>
<td>Construction of oxygen plant at Griesheim and other locations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1909</td>
<td>New light metal alloys presented on air show at Frankfurt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1912</td>
<td>First polymerisation of vinyl chloride to plastic materials, developing of Naphtol AS dyeing procedure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1914</td>
<td>World War I, production of various explosives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1916</td>
<td>CFG joins IG Farben Association</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1917</td>
<td>Foundation of Vereinigte Aluminiumwerke, CFG holds 25% of shares</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1919</td>
<td>Griesheim plant occupied by French military</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1925</td>
<td>Merger to IG Farben Aktiengesellschaft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1945</td>
<td>Griesheim plant closed by US army, Bitterfeld under administration of UdSSR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1952</td>
<td>Griesheim and Offenbach part of newly founded Hoechst AG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1965</td>
<td>Joint venture for industrial gases and welding with Adolf Messer GmbH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1967</td>
<td>Sigri Elektrographit GmbH founded, a joint venture with Siemens for carbon products</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1990</td>
<td>State owned Bitterfeld works transformed to Chemie AG Bitterfeld-Wolfen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1991</td>
<td>Fusion of Sigri Elektrographit and Great Lakes Carbon Corp. to form SGL Carbon AG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1997</td>
<td>Acquisition of Griesheim and Offenbach plants by Clariant AG of Switzerland, foundation of Chemiepark Bitterfeld</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Erratum


The content of the “Name/identification” column in Table 6 on page 14 needs to read “208” instead of “HM2”, “248” instead of “HM3” and “210” instead of “HM5”. The corresponding content in column “Possible gene/genotype” needs to read “ms3” for “208”, “248” and “210”.

The same corrections should be noted in table 8 on page 16. In the column “Male sterile line”, the content needs to be “208” instead of “HM2”, “248” instead of “HM3” and “210” instead of “HM5”.

Special Issue

In cooperation with the 3rd International Conference on Intellectual Capital, Knowledge Management and Organisational Learning, the Journal of Business Chemistry will publish a special issue on Knowledge Management in January 2007. Selected articles of the conference will be published in this special issue. Other submissions are possible but have to be sent to submit@businesschemistry.org until the 27th of October.

3rd International Conference on Intellectual Capital, Knowledge Management and Organisational Learning (ICICKM 2006)

19-20 October 2006

Pontificia Universidad Católica de Chile, Santiago, Chile

This conference, which provides the latest research and thinking in the field, invites abstracts for suggested papers on a wide range of topics and scholarly approaches including theoretical and empirical papers employing qualitative, quantitative and critical methods. Action research, case studies and research in practice are welcomed approaches. Work-in-progress, panel discussion, proposals for workshops and tutorials are also invited. Possible topics include, but are not limited to:

Frameworks for conceptualising KM; parameters of the field of study; knowledge creation and sharing mechanisms; knowledge asset valuation models; impact on organisational learning; impact on business strategy; architectures for KM systems; integration of knowledge from different groups in an organization; knowledge sharing between different groups in an organization; how to initiate KM; resourcing KM; KM case studies; the evaluation of KM; KM and the Web and e-Business; structural capital; inter-organisational relationships; strategic alignment; intangible assets; organisational learning; intellectual capital; economic intangible assets; organisational coaching. Submissions relating to organizational learning, intellectual property and knowledge management in the chemical industry (nanotechnology, oil-and-gas…), pharmaceutical industry, biotechnology and agronomics are particularly welcomed.

The conference will be of interest to academics and practitioners who are involved in the study; management, development and implementation of knowledge management initiatives, intellectual capital issues and organisational learning opportunities and challenges.

Further details about the conference, including information of how to submit, are available at: http://www.academic-conferences.org/icickm/icickm2006/icickm2006-home.htm

Special registration rates are available for readers of the Journal of Business Chemistry. Quote MJBC as the discount code on the registration form for a 10% discount on the advertised rate.
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